LM Tag™ - Activation and deactivation instructions
APPLY TO PACKAGE FOR THEFT DETERRENT

LM Tag

Adhesive pads

Strobe light

Remove the protective film from the
adhesive pad on base of LM Tag.

Apply to package. Be sure the
button on base of tag is completely
concealed and hold firmly.

After tag is attached, confirm
actuation by the confirmation tone
and red flashing light that indicated
proper actuation, within 10 seconds.
Tag will be dormant for 3-5 minutes,
after which the light and motion
sensors are silently activated.

Hold the strobe light against the light
sensor lens and press the button
for 3 seconds. Hold the deactivator
in place until it gives a long beep to
indicate it is deactivated. You have
10 seconds to remove the tag before
it is automatically reactivated.

Peel tag from package. Once
removed, the tag will remain dormant
until reapplied.

DEACTIVATION

To deactivate LM Tag, place the
strobe light so the strobe lens
completely covers the lens on the
tag.
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APPLICATION

LM Tag™ - Activation and deactivation instructions
RE-USE TAG - REPLACE ADHESIVE

Remove old adhesive and discard.

Remove liner from replacement
adhesive and place on tag.

Align hole in adhesive with button on
tag

Apply to package. Make sure the
button on base of tail is completely
concealed and pressed in.

After tag is attached, it will beep
in about 10 seconds to indicate it
was properly attached. Tag will be
dormant for 3 minutes, after which
the light and motion sensor are
silently activated.

REPEAT APPLICATION

Remove liner from adhesive on base
of tag.

Alarm goes off for no apparent reason while the package is sitting undisturbed on the shelf.
Solution
• Check adhesive and replace. Use alcohol wipe to clean package surface.
• Ensure the device plunger is fully engaged with the surface.
• Ensure any product packaging is secure and not loose on the LM Tag surface.
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TROUBLE SHOOTING ALARM

